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Abstract
The decision-based adaptive weighted mean filter is proposed to remove impulse noise from the highly corrupted image. The proposed
filter first identifies the corrupted pixels using the soft decision-based noise detector and then removes the detected impulses using the
adaptive weighted mean filter while keeping the uncorrupted pixels unaltered. Extensive simulations indicate that the proposed filter
significantly outperforms a number of existing decision-based filters in that it can remove impulse noise from the corrupted image
effectively while preserving the details in the image very well.
Keywords: mean filter, impulse noise, noise detector

1 Introduction

tected impulse noises. By combining this novel noise detector with the distinctive mean filter, the DAWM filter achieves significantly better restoration performance than many
other decision-based filters at the various noise ratios, especially when the image is highly corrupted by impulse noise.

Images are often corrupted by impulse noise in the process
of transmission over noisy communication channels or
recording by noisy sensors [1]. The median filter, a kind of
effective nonlinear filter, has been widely used for removing
impulse noise because of its superior performance in noise
suppression and edge preservation in comparison with the
linear filters [2, 3]. However, the standard median (MED)
filter is implemented uniformly across the entire image
without taking account of whether a pixel is corrupted or not.
Inevitably, the MED filter will modify both noise pixels and
undisturbed good pixels, thus causing the blurring or loss of
fine details in the image [4, 5].
To prevent the alteration of good pixels, switching-based
filters realized using thresholding operations have been studied recently [6-18]. In the switching filtering schemes, the
noise detector is firstly used to classify the pixels in the image
as the corrupted pixels or noise-free pixels and then filtering
is activated for the detected corrupted pixels. Among the
various switching-based filters are Progressive Switching
Median (PSM) filter [6], Recursive Adaptive Center Weighted Median (RACWM) filter [9], Non-recursive Adaptive
Center Weighted Median (NACWM) filter [9], Noise Adaptive Soft-switching Median (NASM) filter [10], Laplacian
Detector-based Switching Median (LDSM) filter [11], pixelwise MAD-based (PWMAD) filter [14], Opening Closing
Sequence (OCS) filter [17] and Fast Switching Median (FSM)
filter [18]. At a relatively low noise ratio, these filters can
perform better than the MED filter by removing impulse
noise while preserving the fine details very well. However,
they tend to damage the details or retain too much impulse
noise in the image at a high noise ratio.
To restore the highly corrupted image effectively, the
decision-based adaptive weighted mean (DAWM) filter is
proposed in this letter. Different from many well known
decision-based filters, the proposed filter uses the progresssive noise detector to identify the corrupted pixels and
adopts the adaptive weighted mean filter to remove the de-

2 DAWM filter
2.1 NOISE DETECTION
The DAWM filter realizes the noise detection progressively
using two varying detection thresholds Tl and Th . Let fi , j
be the value of the noise image at pixel location (i,j) and bi , j
be the noise flag of the pixel (i,j). Prior to noise detection,
bi , j is predefined as 2 for all the pixels in the image to
indicate that they are indefinite pixels and need to be
identified. Tl and Th are initialized with a small value Ts
and a big one Tb ( Tb  Ts ), respectively.
In the process of progressive noise detection, for any
indefinite pixel (i,j) with bi , j =2 all the pixels in the
(2Ld  1)  (2Ld  1) detection window centered about it are
considered. Let Wi , j denote the samples in this window, i.e.,

Wi , j  { fi  s , j t | bi , j  2,  Ld  s, t  Ld } .

(1)

Let the maximum pixel value and the minimum value in
and fi ,min
, respectively. The set Ni , j
Wi , j be fi ,max
j
j
comprising of fi ,max
and fi ,min
is expressed as
j
j
min
.
Because
the
corrupted
pixel usually
Ni , j  { fi ,max
,
f
}
j
i, j
has higher or lower value than that of its neighbouring noisefree pixels, the pixel (i,j) will be identified as noise-free
pixel with bi , j  0 if fi , j  Ni , j or noise candidate if
fi , j  Ni , j .
However, the above decision method will misclassify
the noise-free pixel with its value in the set N i , j as noise
candidate. To address this problem, the local statistics, the
absolute deviation from the median value, is adopted to
correct the misclassified noise candidate. Let the median
value of Wi , j be mi , j . The absolute deviation from this
value is defined as di , j | fi , j  mi , j | . The soft decision
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scheme is adopted to reclassify the noise candidate as
corrupted pixel with bi , j =1, noise-free pixel with bi , j =0 or
indefinite pixel with bi , j =2.
1

bi , j  2

0

gi , j 

wi  s , j  t fi  s , j  t

fi  s , j t Wi , j



,

wi  s , j  t

(8)

fi  s , j t Wi , j

di , j  Th
Tl  di , j  Th .

where wi  s , j  t means the weight of f i  s , j  t . Let mi, j be the
median value of Wi , j . Because the median value has the
least probability to be the value of the corrupted pixels [1],
mi, j is utilized to determine wi  s , j  t . It is easy to understand
that the smaller the absolute difference between f i  s , j  t and
mi, j , the larger the weight wi  s , j  t should be to strengthen
the influence of f i  s , j  t on g i , j . Based on extensive
simulations, which indicate that wi  s , j  t is dependant on
both above absolute difference and noise ratio, wi  s , j  t is
chosen as:

(2)

di , j  Tl

The corrupted pixel will be processed by the recursive
median filter, which means that current pixel is dependent
on the new values instead of the old ones of previously
processed pixels. The output of the recursive median filter
is obtained by:

fi , j  (1 | bi , j  1|)  mi , j  (| bi , j  1|) fi , j .

(3)

wis , j t 

R

From Eq. (3), it can be seen that only the corrupted pixel
is processed and its value is replaced with mi , j while the
noise-free pixel or indefinite pixel will be left unchanged. It
should be mentioned that the recursive median filter is only
used for assisting with the noise detection and thus its output
will not be used as the final restoration result which will be
gotten using the subsequent adaptive weighted mean filter.
When noise detection is implemented for all the pixels
in the image, two detection thresholds Tl and Th will be
updated in the following way.

 denote the maximum pixel value and
 and f min
where f max
the minimum one in the noise image, respectively.
The output of the DAWM filter is obtained by:

Tl  Tl  1 ,

(4)

hi , j  bi , j  gi , j  (1  bi , j ) fi ,j .

Th  Th  1 .

(5)

3 Experimental results

The above noise detection process will be iteratively
implemented to classify the indefinite pixels further
provided that Tl is smaller than Th . When Tl exceeds Th ,
the progressive noise detection process terminates and the
noise ratio R can be roughly estimated.
R 

S
,
M N

(6)

2.2 NOISE REMOVAL
The detected impulses will be removed by adaptive
weighted mean filter. Let fi ,j be the value of the noise
image at pixel location (i,j). For the corrupted pixel (i, j), the
filtering window of size (2 L f  1)  (2 L f  1) is used.
Starting with L f =1, this filtering window iteratively extends outward by one pixel in its four sides until the number
of noise-free pixels (denoted by Pi , j ) within this window is
not less than 1. Let Wi , j denote the values of noise-free
pixels in the filtering window, i.e.,

( s, t )  (0, 0),  L f  s, t  L f }

.

(9)

(10)

In this section, the proposed DAWM filer is evaluated and
compared with the MED filter, PSM filter, NACWM filter,
RACWM filter, NASM filter, LDSM filter, PWMAD filter,
OCS filter and FSM filter. Two 512 × 512 gray-level test
images Lena and Bridge with distinctly different features are
used for the experiments. Extensive simulations are conducted on the two test images corrupted by the salt-pepper
impulses with a wide range of noise densities varying from
10% to 80%. In the DAWM filer, we set Ld  3 while Ts
and Tb are predefined as 15 and 35, respectively. For the
other compared filters, the filtering window size is adaptively chosen to ensure the best filtering performance at the
various noise densities. Here, the filtering performance is
quantitatively measured by the peak signal-to-noise ratio
(PSNR) as in [17, 18].
Table 1 and Table 2 list the PSNR values of all the evaluated filters operating on the corrupted images Lena and
Bridge, respectively. It can be seen clearly from the Tables
1 and 2 that the DAWM filter produces higher PSNR values
than other compared filters at the various noise ratios. Indeed, the objective evaluation based on PSNR measurement
demonstrates that the DAWM filter has the best filtering
performance among all these filters.
The subjective visual comparisons are also made among
the filtering results of the DAWM filter and three recently
proposed filters, namely, PWMAD filter, OCS filter and FSM
filter. Figure 1 and Figure 2 show the restoration results of
these filters operating on the two test images corrupted by 70%
salt-pepper noise. From Figs. 1 and 2, it is easy to see that
PWMAD filter leave numerous impulses in the filtered image
and lead to the blurring of the image. The OCS filter and FSM
filter cause the loss of some details although they suppress

where S denotes the number of the noise pixels while M
and N denote the total number of pixels.

Wi , j  { fi  s , j  t | bi  s , j t  0, bi , j  1,

| fi  s , j  t  mi, j |
  f min

f max
R  (1  R)
| f i  s , j  t  mi, j |
1
,
  f min

f max

(7)

The weighted mean value g i , j of the pixel values in
Wi , j is defined as:
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impulse noise better than the PWMAD filter. The proposed
filter first identifies the corrupted pixels using the soft decision-based noise detector and then removes the detected
impulses using the adaptive weighted mean filter while

keeping the uncorrupted pixels unaltered. The DAWM filter
provides better restoration results than these filters in that it
not only removes the impulses effectively but also preserves
the fine details very well.

TABLE 1 Comparison of restoration performance in PSNR (dB) for the evaluated filters operating on Lena
Filters
MED
PSM
NACWM
RACWM
NASM
LDSM
PWMAD
OCS
FSM
DAWM

10%
34.32
39.72
39.80
40.54
37.92
39.68
39.74
30. 81
38.93
42.75

20%
30.39
35.99
34.83
36.56
35.63
34.36
33.49
31.30
36.33
39.78

30%
29.67
33.57
33.04
33.56
33.64
32.80
31.96
31.36
34.28
37.64

Noise density
40%
50%
28.17
26.84
31.38
30.17
30.03
28.42
30.70
29.12
31.34
29.20
29.76
28.03
29.39
27.92
31.20
30.86
32.35
30.70
35.69
34.21

60%
24.67
27.40
26.64
27.21
26.52
26.28
26.34
30.55
29.07
32.55

70%
22.90
24.54
23.29
23.54
23.93
23.06
23.15
29.51
27.44
30.92

80%
19.45
20.88
19.86
19.92
20.44
19.56
19.71
27.95
25.20
29.13

60%
20.74
22.21
21.56
21.44
21.88
21.60
21.28
23.81
23.41
25.52

70%
19.51
21.26
19.91
19.52
19.98
20.02
19.81
23.19
22.37
24.32

80%
17.20
18.23
17.30
16.40
17.56
17.42
17.36
22.07
21.13
23.10

TABLE 2 Comparison of restoration performance in PSNR (dB) for the evaluated filters operating on bridge
Filters
MED
PSM
NACWM
RACWM
NASM
LDSM
PWMAD
OCS
FSM
DAWM

10%
26.18
30.53
31.34
31.62
28.23
31.42
30.99
24.03
29.60
33.62

20%
24.62
28.14
27.49
28.29
27.04
27.80
26.86
24.32
28.54
31.88

30%
23.25
25.80
25.36
26.25
26.24
26.14
25.18
24.40
27.10
30.00

(a)

(d)

Noise density
40%
50%
22.53
21.61
24.56
23.54
24.18
22.75
24.36
23.87
24.83
23.33
24.32
22.93
23.75
22.50
24.32
24.14
25.75
24.49
28.32
26.81

(b)

(c)

(f)

(e)

FIGURE 1 Restoration results using various filters for Lena corrupted by 70% impulse noise: (a) Corrupted Lena, (b) PWMAD filter, (c) OCS filter, (d)
FSM filter, (e) DAWM filter, (f) Original Lena

(a)

(d)

(b)

(e)

(c)

(f)

FIGURE 2 Restoration results using various filters for Bridge corrupted by 70% impulse noise: (a) Corrupted Bridge, (b) PWMAD filter, (c) OCS filter,
(d) FSM filter, (e) DAWM filter, (f) Original Bridge
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5 Conclusions

sities. With the experiment, the proposed filter first identifies the corrupted pixels using the soft decision-based
noise detector and then removes the detected impulses using
the adaptive weighted mean filter while keeping the uncorrupted pixels unaltered. The DAWM filter provides better
restoration results than these filters in that it not only
removes the impulses effectively but also preserves the fine
details very well.

In this letter, we present an efficient decision-based adaptive
weighted mean filter for impulse noise removal. The proposed filter realizes noise detection progressively using the
soft decision-based noise detector and suppresses the detected impulse noise by the adaptive weighted mean filter. The
performance of the proposed filter has been extensively
compared with those of many well known techniques. Experimental results indicate that the proposed filter achieves the
best trade-off between noise removal and detail preservation
among all the evaluated filters and it also provides outstanding robustness in combating a wide variation of noise den-
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